QICA

History – Strategic Plan proposal
Mission

QICA is the grouping of regional accreditation, metrology and standardization organizations in the Americas, focused on promoting regional cooperation and national collaboration, to promote the benefits and use of Quality Infrastructure, in support of the sustainable development of countries region of.
Vision

• To be the recognized facilitator for its contribution to the widespread use of quality infrastructure in the countries of the Americas, and an international benchmark for regional collaboration.
Strategic lines

1. Establish QICA presence and leadership in the region.

2. Generate links of integration and communication between all the actors of the quality infrastructure of America and its interested parties.

3. Achieve the use of integrated quality infrastructure in America and focused on the Industrial Revolution 4.0 and the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals.

4. Make QICA activities financially sustainable.
Administration:
Permanent rotative Secretariat
Budget for QICA activities
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